Choose from a Variety of Cabinet Colors, Decorative Laminate Insert Panels & Custom Logo Panels

Body Color

Body Color Choices are Dove White, Pewter Tan & Black Pearl.

All Body Colors have Stainless Steel Counter Tops & Accessories.

Accent Laminate Decorator Panels

Accent Laminate Insert Panels, for the Front & Rear Closure Panels, are an Option Available to Accent the Modules’ Body Color. The Laminate Goes in the Recessed Panel Areas. Laminate color may be chosen from the Standard Collections at Wilsonart, Formica or Nevamar. Or, you may choose “No Laminate” and the units will be shipped all one color.

Choosing a Laminate Color

Go to Galley’s website www.galleyline.com, click the tab “Galley Finishing Touches”, scroll down to view and order laminate samples. You may request samples sent to you, the samples are no charge. Most Architects and Designers will have sample rings of color chips from these Laminate providers,

Or Go Directly to Wilsonart, Formica or Nevamar & Choose Laminate Color.

Wilsonart - www.countertop.com
Choose any of The Standards Series.

Formica - www.formica.com
Choose any of Colors/Collections: Color Portfolio, Formations, Patterns, Wood Grains, Etching Finishes, Authentic, Basic Elements & Classics.

Nevamar - www.nevamar.com
Choose any of High Pressure Laminate: Solids, Patterns, Matrix, Hallmark Series, Wood Grains & Also Available.

Once the Laminate Color has Been Selected

Provide us with the brand, color name & number, Galley orders the selected laminate, cuts it to size & laminates it over the body materials. This process takes a few weeks, time is of the essence to maintain an on-time shipment.

Examples of Decorative Laminate Insert Panels
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Customize with
Your Own Logo Panel or Special Effect

For Custom Logo Decorator Panels
Provide galley with a digital file of your logo. Once galley receives the digital file, the process to generate the logo panels takes a few weeks so time is of the essence to maintain an on-time shipment schedule. It is possible to use custom logos on some of the insert panels and laminate on the others to create a customized look.

For Custom Art / Design Decorator Panels
Provide galley with a digital file of your artwork. Once galley receives the digital file, the process to generate the art / design panels takes a few weeks so time is of the essence to maintain an on-time shipment schedule.

For A Specialized Custom Look With Decorator Panels
It is possible to use a variety of different color laminate panels, custom logo's and art in the recesses area to create a customized look. This can be achieved by alternating colors on every other recess, using logos on the center and/or end recesses, or any other placement pattern.

Decorator Panels: Model # 87XX
Laminate decorator panels for recessed areas in closure panels. Choose from Formica, Wilsonart or Nevamar’s standard selections of laminate. Factory installed over solid body. If decorator panels are not ordered, the module is all one color.

Custom Logo Decorator Panels: Model # 87XX-LOGO & Model # Artwork
Printed vinyl with gloss laminate insert panels for front & rear closure panels. Party themes, logos, insignias, & pictures of menu items.

Examples of Decorative Custom Logo Panel Finishes
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